Apply by 5 Dec

Community of faculty, and learn event series. Reach a global business schools in this virtual experience teaching climate in foster discussion. Share your climate in business schools and sustainability is hosting monthly The Network for Business Teaching Climate Change in international arenas dedicated, organized, and delivered now watch all session recordings on of international arenas dedicated, organized, and delivered 2023 PGS Summit

This prestigious event brought together approximately 120 participants from 25 countries, including Kazakhstan, Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) and Eurasia steering committees. Management University (AlmaU) on 20-22 September with many contributions by individuals from PRME Chapters and apply today. Submissions will be evaluated by the PRME Secretariat and, if necessary, will rely on for Responsible Management Education to the next level as a member of the next PRME Champions Visualize the participants 2nd Annual PRME Global Students Summit

Opportunities & Resources for the PRME Community

See where the PRME Secretariat has been invited lately

Scientists agree that climate change is real and is caused by unsustainable human

The PRME World Tour Research Paper Development Program aims to support early-

The UN Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC) is celebrating its 20th anniversary,

Join this Integrity Talk exploring the UN's role in shaping the future of business

The CLT4BS was developed by Nottingham Business School, Nottingham Trent

from around the world, and trainer Prof. Petra Molthan-Hill (Nottingham Trent

This is a remarkable opportunity for PRME Signatory members to elevate their

Each workshop covers the same content, but we are offering various sessions to reach

LEAP Researchers

PRME and oikos International collaborate on IMPACTFUL FIVE (i5) PROJECT

The IMPACTFUL FIVE Project (i5) is a new and dynamic platform that enables researchers

The World Bank is offering a prize of $500,000 to the best papers selected for the i5 prize

The i5 and Marketing

Results Available

Our mailing address is:

685 3rd Avenue, 12th Floor

New York, NY 10017 USA

Follow us on social media: